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Introduction
could be used to test increasingly sophisticated numerical

the eastern ﬂank of the Sierra del Maestrazgo in the Iberian

landscape evolution models (LEMs). FACSIMILE was

Range. The catchment is characterised by alternating

formed specifically to undertake this task and aims to

laterally conﬁned and relatively unconﬁned valley ﬂoor

improve both field data collection and numerical modelling of

environments controlled by geological structures and

fluvial landscape evolution. By promoting and enhancing

lithological variations. The relatively unconﬁned and lower

dialogue between the modelling and field scientists we hope

gradient reaches have provided favourable conditions for the

to deepen our knowledge of how this fundamental earth

storage of Quaternary ﬂuvial deposits and a river terrace

system evolves.

sequence [See Figure B]1.
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Reconstructed temperature and rainfall time series (left). These series
are, as expected, only weakly correlated (right)1

Perhaps most critical to successful simulation will be the
and rainfall) changes. As there are no direct proxies for
these within the catchment FACSIMILE has developed

FACSIMILE is currently undertaking a model-model, model-

independent time series based upon a combination of pollen

data comparison exercise using the fluvial archive of the Rio

transfer function3 and long-term biomarker4 data [See Figure

Bergantes, Spain. At present we have on-going model

D]. For the event-based models these annual data are

simulations using a number of Landscape Evolution Models
(LEMS) at varying timescales. These include the eventbased models, where simulation is based upon routing
individual flood events, CAESAR and CHILD, together with

Improving Model-Data Comparison

series will be updated as new information is uncovered.

Although the modeller-field worker dialogue is still in its

Initial model results were presented during the 5th Annual

timestep. These include CLEOPATRA, LAPSUS, Fastscape,

FACSIMILE conference held in Alcañiz, Spain in October

Fluver-1D and PARALLEM (more details can be found on

2017 [See Figure E]. A series of presentations reported

our website http://facsimile.maddyonline.co.uk/ ).

Sediment discharge output data series (below) from a CAESAR
simulation using the rainfall data series (above).
.

converted in to flood data series [See Figure F]. These data

Initial Model Results

more reduced complexity models that utilise an annual

infancy it is clear that both communities benefit greatly from
this interaction. Our discussion have identified key immediate
objectives. These include:

•

More ground truth observations are needed from the

the need for improved field data on which to base model
parameterization. Specifically, there is currently pressing

Spain [See Figure A]1. The river drains a total catchment

Simplified terrace cross-profiles with geochronological age estimates
shown in red1.

area of 1221 km2 and is the principal tributary of the Rio

The Rio Bergantes was chosen not

Guadalope (the major trunk river of the southern Ebro basin).

fluvial archive but also because its archive is comparatively

Figure A: neque
and in
onlydignissim,
because
of
aliquet nisl et umis.

its rich

well constrained via a robust luminescence geochronology
[See Figure C]1

need for better spatial representation of the bedrock surface

catchment, more realistic spatially variable climate needs to

•

Better Boundary Condition Specification: Work
needs to be done to improve the input series i.e. both
the initial DEM and the climate data series;

•

Consistent Model Output Data Representation: The
team needs to agree a common way to report model

be considered.

outputs so that model results can be directly compared;

Modelling Landscape Evolution

•

Common Field and Model Data Visualisation: The
team needs to agree how to consistently visualize

In order to undertake model simulation a number of initial

model and field data to aid model-data comparison.

boundary conditions must be established. FACSIMILE has
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production using routines within the Matlab plugin
topotoolbox 2. Further methods for initial parameter
estimation, including bedrock erodibility representation are in
development.

wider catchment;

as bedrock controls play a critical role in controlling river
behaviour. Furthermore, given the high relative relief of this

Enhanced field observation: The current archive data
is focused on the lower reaches of the catchment.

encouraging preliminary model outputs but also highlighted

Rio Bergantes Field Archive

Location of the study catchment (right) and a detailed fluvial archive
map of the lower reaches (left)1
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Quaternary fluvial archives contain a vast array of data which

FACSIMILE team members debate field observations and their
consequences for the modelling exercise.
.
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